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Audi TTS
2.0 TFSI Black Edition Coupe 3dr Petrol S Tronic quattro Euro 6
(s/s) (310 ps)
One owner

£23,995

2017 PETROL AUTOMATIC BLACK 22,962 MILES 1,984CC

DESCRIPTION
Unleash the Thrill: 2017 Audi TTS 2.0 TFSI Black Edition Coupe  
 
 
 
Experience the ultimate blend of performance, style, and luxury with this stunning 2017 Audi TTS Black Edition Coupe. Crafted to thrill 
and designed to impress, this dynamic coupe is ready to elevate your driving experience to new heights. 
 
 
 
Key Features: 
 
 
 
Potent Power: Beneath the hood lies a turbocharged 2.0-liter TFSI petrol engine, delivering an exhilarating 310 PS of power, ensuring 
breath-taking acceleration and dynamic performance that will leave you craving more. 
 
S Tronic Transmission: Paired with Audi's lightning-fast S Tronic dual-clutch transmission, gear shifts are seamless and lightning-quick, 
providing an engaging and responsive driving experience with the touch of a paddle. 
 
quattro all-wheel drive: With Audi's legendary quattro all-wheel drive system, the TTS offers exceptional traction and stability, allowing 
you to harness the full power of the engine while maintaining control in all driving conditions. 
 
Black Edition: This TTS boasts the Black Edition package, featuring exclusive black exterior accents, stylish black alloy wheels, and 
premium black interior trim, enhancing its aggressive and sporty aesthetic. 
 
Luxurious Interior: Step inside the refined cabin, where premium materials, advanced technology, and ergonomic design create a 
sophisticated and comfortable driving environment. 
 
Specifications: 
 
 

Taunton Road Car Centre,
Stockmoor Park, Taunton Road, Bridgwater, Somerset, TA6 6LD

Tel: 01278 455999 
Mob: 07725 647413

https://tauntonroadcarcentre.co.uk

Despite our best efforts to present details accurately on our website, some variations, errors or omissions may occur. The information contained on this website does not
constitute an offer for sale of any particular vehicle, accessory or specification.

Please contact us to confirm vehicle price, features & details before making any decision to purchase.
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